
travel logue 
klodiana mi l lona 

the pictures are put chronologically wise



the need for a postcard 
 
recreating based on an image 

dutch city



the hague 



ruhr



church transformed in a second hand 
shop
  
adapting to the nowday religion :
consumerism 
 
still keeping the good faith- consum-
erism at an acceptable price  

the hague 



dutch building waste put togeth-
er in a monument- a monument 
of waste 
(reflection on the  
Braambergen studio) 

how much the image of an 
object changes when you 
attach a person next to it, 
touch it. (the tableu vivant)

the hague 



when you can not 
predict the experi-
ence - when inter-
pretations don’t 
match yur aim

maastricht



impressed what light can do 
even in an empty space. 
domesticating by light 

maastricht



when being curios 

maastricht



the importance of facing the 
truth and articulating it

imagine aroutine of truths - 
would it change our attitude ?

maastricht



what if we can have prtable 
house, renting leand temprarly? 
wouldn’t this solve the prperty 
issue?

almere



taxes log ... 
taxes and taxes and taxes 

the hague





athens
20-25/02/2016







evoking potential 
why not a maison domino ?





Before the storm. 

Close up  Layered way of seeing  
I see through him , that is 
seeing him, who is seeing 
them  



Reflecting on Europe borders



Infrastructure Patterns 

Why to hide them?  
There is a beautiful rythm from the infrastruc-
ture systems that can be used without being 
threaten by ugliness or brutality, but maybe try 
to appreciate their own aesthetics 







Open Air Taxi  
Inventions 
Why not? 



passage transparency
urban mashrabiya 
  



A
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E
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INSTITUTE DU MONDE ARABE

GUGGENHEIM MUSEUM

UNITE D’HABITATION



emergency home  
open storage for home facilities 
spread in the city.  
use it and then leave it for the 
one a�er.



brussels
10-12/02/2016







the hague 

same presentation, same day  
different setting  
different results  
 
reflecting on how the event 
can effect dialogue 

morning presentation 

dinner presentation 



4 months later I started a job 
as housekeeping in a hostel 
in Rotterdam

studio project  
the cleaning lady scenario 
designing with the eyes of a 
cleaner 



rotterdam project

job routine  
and 
difficulties
that could 
be improved 
by spatial
design




